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We present a multi-wavelength analysis of a gradual radio are on June 27, 1993 whi h showed emission
at millimeter waves long after the soft X-ray ux had peaked. The radio are lo ated at S12 E75 was asso iated
with a GOES lass M3.6 are that lasted for more than one hour and hard X-ray emission during the rising
phase of the soft X-ray/radio emission. The maximum radio ux density at 35 GHz was 60 sfu, but the al ulated
thermal bremsstrahlung ux from the GOES soft X-rays was less than half of that. The possible explanations for
this prolonged millimeter wave emission ould be a elerated high-energy ele trons gyrating along the eld-lines
(nonthermal gyrosyn hrotron emission) or thermal bremsstrahlung from evaporating hromospheri warm and
dense plasma ( ool enough to go undete ted by GOES), or a mixture of these. Our model al ulations show that
even an inhomogeneous sour e ontaining both kinds of parti les would not be able to produ e su h a spe tral
shape. A se ond sour e with extremely high ele tron densities (>1016 m 3 ), large sour e dimensions (>1015 m2 ),
and very low temperatures (<106 K) must be assumed to explain the observed radio spe tra.
Abstra t.
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1. Introdu tion

In many radio ares observed at millimeter and entimeter
wavelengths a gradual thermal omponent starts to dominate after the impulsive phase, in agreement with the
evolution in soft X-rays (Kundu et al. 1994; Pohjolainen
et al. 1996). Also radio ares that peak long after the soft
X-ray ux maximum have been observed (Kundu et al.
1994; Pohjolainen et al. 1997). The statisti al study by
Pohjolainen et al. (1996) that analysed all the Metsahovi
solar radio bursts from 1989{1992 showed that in 15 out
of the analysed 34 gradual-type bursts (i.e., radio emission
that shows a gradual rise and fall burst with a duration
longer than 10 minutes) the ux urves ould be explained
solely by thermal bremsstrahlung. Also, in 23 of the events
the time of the al ulated thermal bremsstrahlung maximum oin ided with the observed burst maximum, even
if the ux densities did not ompletely agree.
A omparison between ve Metsahovi 37-GHz gradual
radio events and the orresponding CGRO BATSE hard
X-ray events (Pohjolainen et al. 1997) showed again how
two events agreed perfe tly with a thermal bremsstrahlung
Send o print requests to : S.P. e-mail: spoastro.utu.fi

explanation but three did not (neither in ux density nor
in temporal evolution). These three were also asso iated
with hard X-ray emission that was very impulsive in the
beginning of the event but then de ayed gradually. One of
these events (February 15, 1992) was a small (3 sfu) riseand-fall event (duration < 10 min), and therefore does not
fully t into the ategory of gradual radio ares that normally have mu h larger uxes and longer duration, but
the other two are listed in Table 1 (July 7, 1992, and June
27, 1993). To see how ommon millimeter-wave ri h gradual ares really are, the Nobeyama Radioheliograph Web
Ar hive (17 and 34 GHz observations) was sear hed. From
their 1993{2000 solar radio data only one gradual event
was found that showed more intense emission at millimeter waves than at entimeter waves (July 9, 2000). This
event happened during Yohkoh night time (as did the ve
Metsahovi events des ribed earlier) and also by this time
CGRO had stopped observing. The main hara teristi s
of the three millimeter-wave ri h events (two Metsahovi,
one Nobeyama) are summarised in Table 1.
We present here a multi-wavelength analysis of the
June 27, 1993 event. It was sele ted on the basis that it
has the largest number of data available of the three. The
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Millimeter-wave ri h gradual solar radio ares
Start time
11:32 UT
11:14 UT
04:15 UT

Radio are lo ation
S10 E80
S12 E75
N18 E72

37/34 GHz ux
35 sfu
38 sfu
115 sfu

beginning of the are was imaged by Yohkoh, although the
main gradual radio phase happened during Yohkoh night
time. We dis uss the interpretation of the radio spe trum,
and ompare the millimeter wavelength observations with
other wavelength data. We also suggest possible explanations for the long-lasting, high millimeter-wave ux, although in the absen e of simultaneous imaging and hard
X-ray observations for the omplete duration of the are
this remains somewhat spe ulative.

GOES lass
M4.1
M3.6
C3(?)
DISCLA Rates (1.024 s average)

10000

II II
8000

-1

Date
July 7, 1992
June 27, 1993
July 9, 2000

counts (s detector)

Table 1.

6000

4000

33−107 keV
2000

BATSE ON TIMES
0

2. Observations
Channel

The June 27, 1993 are that o urred between 11:00 and
12:00 UT was observed with several radio instruments at
millimeter and entimeter (i.e. mi rowave) wavelengths
(Bern and Metsahovi) and at de imeter/meter wavelengths (Ondrejov, IZMIRAN, and Nan ay), see Figure 1.
We used the full disk ux density observations from Bern
at 8.4, 11.8, 19.6, and 35.0 GHz, with 0.1 s time resolution.
A tive region tra king with 0.05 s time resolution was obtained from Metsahovi at 37 GHz. The 2.4 ar min beam
of the teles ope was pointed to the a tive region (S12 E75)
and the ux density from that area was re orded. Full disk
ux density observations at 3 GHz from Ondrejov (0.01
s time resolution) and from IZMIRAN (0.04 s time resolution) were used to onstru t radio spe tra during the
are.
IZMIRAN dynami spe tra at 45{180MHz (re orded
on lm in 1993) were used for dete ting spe tral drifts during or after the are. Nan ay radioheliograph East-West
and North-South solar disk s ans at ve sele ted frequenies in the 164{435MHz frequen y range were analysed to
determine the burst sour e lo ations. The Nan ay radioheliograph has a 0.5 s time resolution at ea h frequen y.
The radio uxes reported in the Solar Geophysi al Data
Reports were he ked for omparison. CGRO BATSE observed enhan ed hard X-ray ount rates in the two lowest
energy hannels of the instrument (DISCLA rate every
1.024 s), between 25 and 100 keV. BATSE solar viewing
times are indi ated in Figure 1. GOES satellites provided
the soft X-ray uxes in 3 s time resolution, and Yohkoh
SXT the soft X-ray images (image aden e depends on the
observing mode). Yohkoh HXT hard X-ray ounts (0.5 s
time resolution) were observed mainly in the 14{53keV
energy range. Yohkoh observations were interrupted very
early in the event due to satellite night time, see Figure 2.
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11:40:00

11:50:00

12:00:00
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Fig. 1. Hard X-ray and radio data from June 27, 1993 at 11:15{
12:00 UT. BATSE ount rates in the 33{107 keV energy range
(top), Nan ay Radioheliograph East-West s ans over the solar
disk at 435 and 236 MHz (middle), and Bern full disk ux at
8.4 and 19.6 GHz (bottom). The times of the strongest type
II emissions are depi ted in the plot at the top. The 2-D
sour e positions of the 1-D temporal features 1, 2, 3, and 4 (at
435 MHz), and of A and B (at 236 MHz) are given in Figure 3.
Arrows mark the times of the spe tral plots in Figure 7. The
error bar in the 19.6 GHz plot marks the maximum error in
ux density at that frequen y around 12 UT. The error is less
at earlier times and at lower frequen ies.
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Fig. 2. From top to bottom: IZMIRAN dynami spe tra at 45{180 MHz at 11:33{11:38 UT on June 27, 1993. Arrows mark the
strongest fragmented type II radio emission features in the plot. The times of the strongest type II features are also marked in
Figure 1. GOES soft X-rays on June 27, 1993 during 11:00{13:00 UT, where the shaded areas represents Yohkoh satellite night
time. Metsahovi 37 GHz ux from the a tive region area (2.4 ar min beam area) during 11:15{12:15 UT. The ` al . brem.' urve
shows the al ulated amount of thermal bremsstrahlung at the same frequen y, and `temp' the al ulated plasma temperature
(from GOES soft X-ray ux, assuming isothermal plasma density). Arrows mark the times of the spe tral plots in Figure 7.

density was re orded from a beam area with a diameter
of 2.4 ar min whi h was pointed to the a tive region. The
Figure 2 shows the Metsahovi single frequen y observa- gure shows a gradual rise and fall event with a ux maxitions at 37 GHz (8 mm) during 11:15{12:15UT. The ux mum around 11:33 UT. The al ulated amount of thermal
2.2. Mi rowave/millimeter wave observations
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radio bremsstrahlung (` al . brem.' in Figure 2) at 37 GHz
is seen to be signi antly less than what was observed.
The al ulation (see Thomas et al. 1985; Pohjolainen et al.
1996) assumes an isothermal plasma density model whi h
does not ne essarily re e t the true onditions on the Sun,
but gives an approximation. The GOES observations are
reliable within 5% for plasma temperatures in the range of
5{30 MK, but the temperature is known to be a monotoni
fun tion of the ux ratio down to a 1 MK temperature {
i.e., we an still determine if the temperature and emissivity of the plasma are in reasing or de reasing (Bornmann
1990).
The bottom panel in Figure 1 presents the Bern full
disk ux density observations at 8.4 and 19.6 GHz, orre ted for atmospheri transmission and integrated over
60 s. At mi rowaves (8.4 GHz), two distin t ux maxima
are visible around 11:19 and 11:23 UT (times marked by
the rst two arrows in Figure 1). The frequen y in between mi rowaves and millimeter waves (19.6 GHz) shows
the rst maxima, but then the ux rises gradually and
does not peak until 11:33 UT (third arrow in Figure 1).
The 19 GHz ux maximum o urred some 8 minutes
after the GOES soft X-ray ux maximum (at 11:25 UT),
and a few minutes after the H are maximum (at
11:29 UT). The radio emission at 3 GHz (Ondrejov and
Izmiran) showed good orrelation with the hard X-rays up
to the time when BATSE entered night time at 11:33 UT,
and by 13:50 UT the radio ux had fallen to the pre- are
level.
The observed radio spe tra at 11:19 UT ( rst hard Xray and mi rowave burst), 11:23 UT (se ond hard X-ray
and mi rowave burst), 11:33 UT (19/35/37GHz ux maximum), and 12:00 UT (de line phase of the are) are plotted in Figure 7 (symbols). The rst spe trum at 11:19UT
shows a typi al radio burst spe trum with a turn-over frequen y around 5 GHz. The se ond spe trum at 11:23UT
shows how the radio ux at higher frequen ies has started
to rise. After 11:23 UT the 35 GHz radio ux ex eeds
the lower frequen y uxes, and the radio spe trum at
11:33 UT has a rising slope towards the high frequen ies.
Due to the small number of data points it is diÆ ult to determine the spe tral peak frequen y, but it ould be higher
than 37 GHz. In the de lining phase at 12:00 UT the radio
spe trum is still dominated by high-frequen y radiation.
The Bern 35 GHz ux was somewhat higher than
the Metsahovi 37 GHz ux (Bern ux maximum 60 sfu,
Metsahovi 40 sfu). Both Bern and Metsahovi uxes are
al ulated relative to the quiet Sun level, but the Bern
high frequen y observations are sometimes a e ted by
slow drifts in the atmospheri absorption. This drift is
attributed to a slow de rease in the atmospheri transmission. The 8.4 and 19.6 GHz burst ux pro les presented
in Figure 1 were orre ted for this e e t. However, at 35
GHz where the drift in ux is mu h larger it be omes very
diÆ ult to do reliable ux orre tions after 11:33 UT. For
the 19.6 GHz ux an error of less than  25 % at 12
UT an be given. For 35 GHz the lower limit of the peak
ux is 60 sfu. For the Metsahovi 37 GHz observations the

ux error due to instrumental e e ts is less than 0.1 sfu.
The re ording was done on a lear, dry, and sunny day
near noon time (highest elevation), whi h gives the best
possible observing onditions. Full disk solar maps were
re orded before and after the 2 hour tra king period for
alibration purposes, and they did not show any signifi ant variation in atmospheri transmission. The opti al
depth is di erent at di erent antenna (target) elevations
(see, e.g., Pohjolainen & Urpo 1997 for Metsahovi observations) and in this ase the ux error due to the atmosphere
should be less than 1 sfu. On the other hand, the Bern
35 GHz and Metsahovi 37 GHz ux urves also showed
slightly di erent time evolution. An alternative explanation for the di eren e in the Metsahovi 37 GHz and the
Bern 35 GHz ux is that Metsahovi may have re orded
only part of the ux, within the 2.4 ar min beam entered
over the a tive region, while Bern ould have re orded the
full ux (i.e., from a larger emitting area). If interpreted
this way, the Metsahovi 40 sfu at 37 GHz would give the
lower ux limit.
2.3. De imeter/meter wave observations

De imetri emission at 435 MHz shows bursts starting
around 11:19, 11:23, 11:26, and 11:32 UT. The rst two
(labelled `1' and `2' in Figure 1) oinside with the mirowave ux density peaks at 8.4 GHz and with the two
hard X-ray ount rate peaks. The third burst (labelled
`3a' and `3b' in Figure 1) does not seem to have any ounterpart at other observed wavelengths, but the fourth (labelled `4' in Figure 1) starts around the time of the millimeter wave ux maximum at 11:33 UT. The four abovementioned bursts at 435 MHz o ured at di erent lo ations on the disk, seen in the Nan ay radioheliograph images in Figure 3: the rst (sour e `1') was lo ated near the
limb but the next ones (sour es `2' and `3a') were loser
to the soft X-ray are site (labelled 'F1' in Figure 4) in
the beginning of the are. Sour es `3b' and `4' were again
lo ated near the limb. From the soft X-ray images it looks
as if the de imetri bursts followed some of the loop stru tures.
At metri wavelengths (164 and 236 MHz) two bursts
were observed at separate lo ations on the disk, starting around 11:37 UT. Figure 1 shows the time and the
1-D spatial evolution of these bursts at 236 MHz (sour es
`A' and `B' in the East-West s ans). Figure 3 shows their
sour e positions on the solar disk. The 236 MHz ux sour e
'A', in the rising phase around 11:37 UT, was very near the
lo ation where the soft X-ray are started and most of the
hard X-ray emission was oming from before Yohkoh night
time set in (lo ation labelled 'F1' in Figure 4). The fainter
'B' sour e was lo ated over the limb (labelled `B' Figure
3). Sour e `B' was visible until around 12 UT, and after
that also the ux of sour e `A' started to de rease. At
164 MHz a similar sour e to `B' was observed, at a larger
distan e from the limb.
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435 MHz

236 MHz
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4

Left: Yohkoh SXT soft X-ray image at 12:40 UT (post- are), with radio sour e lo ations 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 4 at 435 MHz.
Right: Radio sour e lo ations A and B at 236 MHz over the Yohkoh image. The sour e lo ations orrespond to the burst features
seen in the spe tra, presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 3.

At longer metri wavelengths, the dynami spe tra at
45{180MHz shows fragmented type II radio emission between 11:33 and 11:38 UT (IZMIRAN dynami spe tra in
Figure 2). Distin t frequen y-drifting radio type II emission was observed around 11:34UT just below 90 MHz and
around 11:36UT at lower frequen ies, indi ating plasma
emission at the lo al plasma frequen y after a passing
disturban e. These fragmented emission sour es were too
faint to be resolved in the Nan ay 164 MHz s ans.
2.4. X-ray observations

The GOES soft X-rays show a lass M3.6 are during
11:11{12:15UT (Figure 2). The GOES maximum was
around 11:25 UT. In hard X-rays, a are event was observed during 11:16{11:33UT by CGRO BATSE (observations interrupted by satellite night time at that point), see
Figure 1. Impulsive burst peaks superposed on the gradual
omponent were observed from 11:17 UT until 11:25 UT,
with two ount rate peaks around 11:19 and 11:23 UT.
After this more impulsive phase the hard X-ray ounts
diminished gradually to the pre- are level, ex ept in the
33{56keV energy range (BATSE DISCLA) whi h ontinued to show some ounts above the ba kgound level, with
some hints of a rising ount rate just before satellite night
time set in. A short hard X-ray burst was observed near
the time when the satellite started observing again, at
11:55 UT, in the late phase of the radio are. The Yohkoh
hard X-ray images, Figure 4, show an extended sour e
with a diameter of about 1 ar min near the time of the
rst ux peak at 11:19 UT.

3. Possible explanations for the high mm-wave
ux

A super-hot thermal omponent an be ruled out be ause
of the spe tral distribution in X-rays during the are. Also
the millimeter and mi rowave uxes are too high for a
super-hot omponent. This leaves basi ally two me hanisms that an reate a high mm-wave ux without reating soft X-ray emission dete table by GOES: a) thermal bremmstrahlung from warm { or even ool (<1 MK)
{ and dense plasma and b) gyrosyn hrotron emission by
high-energy ele trons. We will now look more losely into
these two emission me hanisms.
a) Contribution of Coulomb bremsstrahlung from
evaporating hromospheri warm (T < 5 MK) and dense
plasma (undete ted by GOES), lling up the mi rowave
sour e and over oming gyrosy hrotron emission at high
frequen ies have been shown to be possible (Chertok et al.
1995; Urpo et al. 1986). The examples in Chertok et al.
(1995) required large bursts with mi rowave uxes larger
than 100 sfu, and suÆ iently intense soft X-ray emission
orrelated with the mm-wave bursts.
Separate aring sites at di erent plasma temperatures
annot be ruled out as we do not have spatial information from the high mm-wave ux period. On the other
hand, suppression and absorption e e ts would be needed
to explain the low m-wave ux in omparison with the
high mm-wave ux, as the radio bremsstrahlung spe trum
should basi ally be at. This would be diÆ ult to a hieve,
as loops are less dense in the high orona. The di eren e
in ux between the full disk and the 2.4 ar min beam radio observations also suggest that the emission sour e was
extended.
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F1

Left: Yohkoh HXT 14{23 keV hard X-ray sour es at 11:18:28 UT ( ontours) over the Yohkoh SXT soft X-ray image at
11:11:07 UT. 'F1' points to the lo ation where the soft X-ray are started and most of the hard X-ray emission was oming
from before Yohkoh night time set in. The white ir le represents the Metsahovi 2.4 ar min radio beam, pointed to the a tive
region and re ording the total ux density from that area. Right: Yohkoh HXT 14{23 keV hard X-ray sour es at 11:18:40 UT
( ontours) over the Yohkoh SXT soft X-ray image at 11:18:35 UT. The hard X-ray sour es observed in the 14{53 keV energy
range were lo ated in the sigmoid-shaped aring region. In later images the hard X-ray sour e was elongated into a loop-like
stru ture with a diameter around 1 ar min.
Fig. 4.

b) For gyrosyn hrotron emission an in reasing magneti eld strength and a de reasing ele tron power law
index an move the spe tral peak towards the higher frequen ies, while hanges in the sour e ele tron density and
temperature alter the ux density, but do not signi antly hange the general spe tral shape. Although gyrosyn hrotron emissivity is a strong fun tion of magneti
eld strength (/ B 3 ), the emissivity also depends on the
angle  between the line of sight and the magneti eld
(/ sin2 ), see e.g. Dulk (1985). An in rease in B an signi antly lower the number of radio-emitting ele trons required, but it also in reases the spe tral peak frequen y {
whi h is onsistent with our observations. Loop footpoints
would therefore be bright at millimeter waves (stronger
magneti elds), and a favourable viewing angle near the
limb would further enhan e the emissivity.
In impulsive solar ares, the m-wave emission is
laimed to be produ ed by ele trons in the range 100 keV{
1 MeV and the mm-wave emission by ele trons with energies of 0.5 MeV and above (Kundu et al. 1994). In the ase
where we have prolonged but weak a eleration of ele trons up to 1 MeV { these ele trons will be trapped in are
loops for the time proportional to E 3=2 Ne 1 (As hwanden
et al. 1997) { the energy4 of the ele trons is ollisionally de2e  Ne v , where E is the energy of the
reasing as dE
dt =
E
ele tron, e is the ele tron harge,  is the Coulomb logarithm, Ne the ele tron density of the surrounding plasma,
and v is the ele tron speed (Emslie 1978). From these formulas we see that keV ele trons an be a umulated for

a long time only in a low-density orona where their ollisional losses are low. Trapping times for keV ele trons
are in the range of several tens of se onds. For mm-wave
emitting ele trons the orresponding upper limit for trapping times an be several tens of minutes (As hwanden
et al. 1997). Prolonged a eleration will be needed to explain both the de imetri -metri emission as well as the
high mm-wave ux. However, the small amount of hard
X-rays after the impulsive phase and during the millimeter ux rise poses a problem. It has been shown previously
(Raulin et al. 1999) that a small number of MeV ele trons
trapped in a loop an produ e mm-wave emission with a
hard X-ray ux not likely to be dete ted by BATSE. The
pre ipitation ux of the keV and MeV ele trons would be
low during trapping { as long as ele trons are trapped they
an produ e m- and mm-wave emission, but if they radiate hard X-rays they are lost from the system (Hudson &
Ryan 1995).
4. Results of model al ulations
4.1. Model des ription

The model used for the al ulations in order to t the observed spe tra is geometri ally rather simple and will be
only brie y des ribed here. A more detailed des ription
an be found in Hildebrandt et al. (1998). It al ulates
the es aping intensity for ea h wanted frequen y solving
the equation of radiative transfer along the line of sight.
In the ase of a homogeneous sour e this is similar to the
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Maximum (or minimum) parameter values inside the hat hed region in Figures 5 and 6 used to model the four radio
spe tra in Figure 7. Further explanations are given in the text.

Table 2.

11:19UT

B
Ne

Te
L
Ae
N

E1
E2

[G℄
[1015 m 3 ℄
[o ℄
[106 K℄
[106 m℄
[1014 m2 ℄
[1010 m 3 ℄
[keV℄
[MeV℄

11:23UT

12:00UT

CNTS

EXTS

CNTS

EXTS

CNTS

EXTS

CNTS

EXTS

315...177
< 12
42...47
< 13
8
1.6
< 36
6.1...2.4
3...20
1...15

141...40
< 20
50...40
> 0.6
20
7
|
|
|
|

315...177
< 12
42...47
< 13
8
1.6
< 24
6.1...2.4
3...20
1...15

141...40
< 32
50...40
> 0.59
20
9
|
|
|
|

315...177
< 12
42...47
< 13
8
1.6
< 7.1
6.1...2.4
3...20
1...15

141...40
< 40
50...40
> 0.54
20
13.5
|
|
|
|

315...177
< 8.9
42...47
< 13
8
1.2
< 4.4
6.1...2.4
3...20
1...15

141...40
< 33
50...40
> 0.54
20
6
|
|
|
|

pro edures of, e.g., Benka & Holman (1992) or Ramaty
(1969). For inhomogeneous sour es we use a multi-layer
model, i.e., the distributions for all parameters ne essary
to al ulate the oeÆ ients must be given along the ray
traje tory. As relevant emission pro esses we onsider gyrosyn hrotron radiation (GSR) from nonthermal powerlaw (PL) ele trons and gyroresonan e absorption (GRA)
as well as Coulomb-bremsstrahlung (CBS) from the thermal ba kground plasma. Spe ial attention was fo ussed
on the omputation of the GSR emission and absorption oeÆ ients (full ode, no approximation formulae).
Polarization e e ts are also in luded but not onsidered
here. Assuming a `single' PL distribution fun tion for the
nonthermal parti les, the following parameters are nally
needed for the al ulation:
{ number density of the thermal (ba kground)
plasma
B
{ magneti eld strength

{ angle between the magneti eld ve tor
and the line of sight
L
{ thi kness of the emission volume (in the
line-of-sight dire tion)
T
{ temperature of the (ba kground) plasma
N { number density of the nonthermal ele trons
E2 { high-energy boundary of the PL distribution

{ PL index.
(The low-energy boundary E1 is already determined by
the temperature and the ratio of number densities N=Ne
using the normalization ondition for the distribution
fun tions; f. Hildebrandt et al. 1998 for more details.)
To ompare the al ulated intensity values with real
observed spe tra we have to onvert them into ux density units by assuming an e e tive emission area Ae . So
we have nally 9 free parameters whi h gives us enough
spa e to play with them. On the other hand, every additional information is highly wel ome and must be used in
order to restri t the number of free parameters. It should
be also mentioned here that a onstant Ae is mearly a
Ne

11:33UT

rough assumption whi h gives us only an upper limit for
the resulting ux. But a (more realisti ) numeri al integration over the relevant area assuming three-dimensional
inhomogeneity would take too mu h time and e orts, in
parti ular, if many test al ulations are ne essary.
4.2. Results

All attemps to t the four onsidered spe tra assuming a
single homogeneous sour e failed ex ept for the rst one.
Only at 11:19 UT the spe trum has a more or less `typial' gyrosyn hroton shape, i.e. it de reases towards higher
frequen ies after its spe tral maximum at about 2{5 GHz
(see Fig. 7 top left). For example, assuming B = 200 G,
Ne = 5  1015 m 3 , T = 107 K,  = 45Æ, L = 8  106 m,
N = 2  1011 m 3 (N=Ne = 4  10 5),  = 2:4, and
E2 = 15 MeV, one obtains { at least for  > 3 GHz { a
spe trum whi h would satisfa torily t the observed one.
However, the assumed values for the energeti parti les
( and E2 ) are already rather extreme and not ne essarily typi al for solar are onditions. Considering the
next spe tra, it be omes lear that their shapes annot
be explained assuming homogenous and GSR dominated
sour es. The spe trum at 11:23 UT has a nearly onstant
ux in the range 10{30GHz and the observed spe trum
at 11:30 UT shows even a lear in rease up to 37 GHz!
The (theoreti ally possible) ase that the peak of the GSR
spe trum is shifted towards su h high frequen ies due to
strong B inside the sour e must also turned down beause this would require magneti elds of about 5000 G
(peak / B 0:7:::0:8)! In reasing uxes in this frequen y
range an only be aused by CBS from a very dense and
not too hot (< 106 K) plasma. However, the oexisten e of
su h `evaporated' plasma together with high-energy ele trons in the framework of one inhomogeneous sour e (i.e.
along one traje tory) brings a new serious problem: Either
the low-frequen y (GSR) part of the spe trum is totally
suppressed by the thermal (CBS) part or the nonthermal
sour e must be lo ated so high in the orona that the
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Same as Figure 5, but for the extended thermal sour e
(EXTS) with (evaporated) ooler and more dense plasma inside the hat hed region with thi kness L = 20 000 km entered
at z = 25 000 km.

Fig. 6.

Height pro les of the parameters in the ompa t nonthermal sour e (CNTS) used for the model al ulations in order
to interpret the observed spe trum at 11:33 UT. The hat hed
range marks the loop with thi kness L = 8000 km lo ated at
z = 22 000 km where temperature and density of the ba kground plasma are enhan ed. Only inside the loop nonthermal (power-law) ele trons are assumed (top four panels). All
parameters show a smooth behaviour, i. e., the most extreme
(energeti ) values o ur around the enter de reasing in dire tion to the loop boundary (no `jumps').
Fig. 5.

magneti eld an hardly be strong enough (the thermal
sour e must have a ertain extension to produ e uxes
of more than 30 sfu). Therefore, the only solution is to
assume two neighboring sour es (both lo ated inside the
antenna beam size of 2.4 ar min) whi h are responsible
together for the observed ux spe tra. This does not ontradi t to spatially resolved observations at other wavelengths, for instan e, to soft X-ray images ( f., e.g., Fig. 4).
The two sour es nally used for the spe tral ts are
based on typi al parameter pro les of the atmosphere
above a sunspot, i. e., with Ne  1015 m 3 and T 
2  106 K at low oronal heights. The hara teristi deviations from these values are de ned to be on entrated

on a ertain region at about 25 000 km height, where Ne is
enhan ed (for both sour es). In the ase of the ` ompa t
nonthermal sour e' (CNTS), this region has a verti al extension of 8 000 km whi h orresponds to typi al loop diameters. Also the magneti eld values are su h as they
will be found in loop stru tures near sunspots ( 250 G).
T is also enhan ed there (1:4107 K at the maximum) and
nonthermal parti les are de ned to be present only inside
this region. By ontrast, the so- alled `extended thermal
sour e' (EXTS) is mainly hara terized by larger extensions ( 20 000 km in verti al dire tion) and a diminished
temperature (down to 5:9  105 K), whi h is, together with
the enhan ed ele tron density (<
 4  1016 m 3 ), ne essary to produ e the measured uxes at  > 15 GHz. Su h
sour es are possibly a result of hromospheri evaporation
pro esses.
The basi hara teristi s (parameter pro les) are
shown in Figs. 5 (CNTS) and 6 (EXTS). At the four onsidered times the urves are very similar and we show
therefore only the most extreme ase at 11:33 UT. The
quantitative di eren es an be found in Table 2, where
the extreme numbers (or ranges) are given for all four
ases in luding the relevant e e tive areas. It should be
mentioned that for our al ulations nearly smoothed distributions (144 layers with variable thi kness) were used,
therefore, the `e e tive' (averaged) parameter values in
the hat hed regions may be more moderate than the given
extrema suggest. Although our multi-layer model is rather
time- onsuming, the resultant spe tra seem to justify su h
a pro edure. They are smoother (espe ially in the lowfrequen y range) and many of the spe tral features (harmoni stru tures) that o urred when simpler (and less
realisti ) models were used are suppressed now.
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Observed radio spe tra at 11:19 UT, 11:23 UT, 11:33 UT, and 12:00 UT (symbols) and the relevant ts by our model
al ulations (lines). The solar uxes are from di erent stations as given in the legend (top left). The Ondrejov, Bern, and
Metsahovi radio uxes are al ulated relative to the quiet Sun level. The top-right legend explains the al ulated uxes: thin
bla k lines show the ontributions of the two di erent sour es (CNTS { ompa t nonthermal sour e, EXTS { extended thermal
sour e; see Table 2 and Figures 5, 6). Thi k gray lines refer to the resultant spe tra. All ux values are orre ted to the quiet
Sun level. Further explanations are given in the text.
Fig. 7.

All al ulated ux values in Fig. 7 are orre ted to the
quiet Sun, i.e., the ux oming from the quiet Sun was
subtra ted. The thin dashed and dashed-dotted urves
represent the ontributions from the two sour es. It an
learly be seen that even at 11:33 and 12:00 UT the thermal sour e alone would not be able to produ e the observed uxes, i.e., at ea h time we need a se ond sour e.
We do not laim that our parameter sets for CNTS are
the only possible hoi es to t the observed spe tra. One
an, of ourse, nd parameter on gurations for CNTS
whi h are slightly di erent from ours and would also give
a suÆ ient t of the spe tra. But we tried to avoid extreme numbers and use well-balan ed values for our ts.
Nevertheless, some parameters (in parti ular for EXTS)
are rather diÆ ult to explain, but their development shows
at least a physi ally reasonable tenden y: Whereas the
number of PL ele trons is slightly de aying after 11:19 UT,
the density of the evaporated plasma rea hes its maximum
at 11:33 UT before it also starts to de rease.

5. Dis ussion

At the start of the analysed are impulsive emission was
observed in hard X-rays, m-waves, and meter-de imeter
waves. After this impulsive phase the hard X-ray ounts
dropped gradually, the ux at m-waves started to derease, and the mm-wave ux ontinued to rise. The metri emission lo ations tra ed a large post- are soft X-ray
ar ade for about 20 minutes, indi ating trapped ele trons.
During the metri emission the mm-wave ux stayed high
but started to de rease gradually. In omparison, the mwave ux had already gone down signi antly { in agreement with the al ulated thermal bremsstrahlung ux
from the ooling are plasma.
The type II emission at 50{100MHz, observed soon after the mm-wave ux peak, indi ates a disturban e travelling in the solar atmosphere. Whether it was a sho k
wave, a plasmoid or a CME annot be veri ed without
simultaneous imaging observations. The observed de i-
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metri bursts originated from widely separated lo ations,
over omplex loop systems near and over the limb, suggesting that some of the de imetri aring a tivity might
have been limb-o ulted. The de imetri -metri emission
an only originate in the high orona (at least 70 000{
100 000 km above the photosphere) where the magneti
eld strengths and ele tron densities are low, and where
the pre ipitating keV ele trons an generate only negligible hard X-rays.
Radio emission at entimeter and millimeter waves is
generally thought to originate at low heights, either from
dense loops (thermal bremsstrahlung) or near the loop
footpoints (gyrosyn hrotron emission from pla es with
strong magneti elds). The di eren e between the observed mm-wave ux of the full-disk observations and the
2.4 ar min olle ting area observations may suggest that
some of the mm-wave ux originated from an area larger
than the 2.4 ar min diameter area around the a tive region.
Our model al ulations for the radio sour e show that
two separate sour es are needed to produ e the observed
at spe tra: one sour e with high-energy ele trons and
a se ond sour e with extremely high ele tron densities
(>1016 m 3 ), large sour e dimensions (>1015 m2 ), and
very low temperatures (<106 K). What this ool material onsists of is unkown. Filaments are ool and dense
but then they are also mu h more ommon than our type
of mm-wave ri h events. The a tive role of ool (104 K)
plasma during a are, and without any observed presen e
of a prominen e, has re ently been reported by Kliem et al.
(2002). We do not laim that our interpretation is the only
imaginable one, but it is one possibility to explain these
at spe tra in the ontext of dire t emission pro esses.
We propose multi-frequen y and good spatial resolution
radio imaging observations together with high-sensitivity
observations in the MeV range to better determine what
role exa tly the ool, high-density plasma ould play in
the evolution of the gradual radio ares.
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